A novel scheme is introduced to capture the spatial correlations of consecutive amino acids in naturally occurring proteins. This knowledge-based strategy is able to carry out optimally automated subdivisions of protein fragments into classes of similarity. The goal is to provide the minimal set of protein oligomers (termed "oligons" for brevity) that is able to represent any other fragment. At variance with previous studies where recurrent local motifs were classified, our concern is to provide simplified protein representations that have been optimised for use in automated folding and/or design attempts. In such contexts it is paramount to limit the number of degrees of freedom per amino acid without incurring in loss of accuracy of structural representations. The suggested method finds, by construction, the optimal compromise between these needs. Several possible oligon lengths are considered. It is shown that meaningful classifications cannot be done for lengths greater than 6 or smaller than 4. Different contexts are considered were oligons of length 5 or 6 are recommendable.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most fundamental and still unsolved problems in biology is the elucidation of the folding process, that is how a protein sequence undergoes the structural rearrangements that eventually lead to the biologically active conformation (believed to be the free energy minimum) 1 . Since the early studies of Levinthal it was clear that the dynamics of folding to the native state could not be governed by mere random processes 2 ; indeed modern folding theories explain fast folding processes by invoking nucleation-condensation mechanisms or funnel-like energy landscapes 3, 4 that dramatically reduce the space of visited conformations [5] [6] [7] [8] . Topologic, steric and chemical features are so effective in reducing the space of viable conformations that even at a local level, only few degrees of freedom per amino acid are observed. This fact, originally observed by Ramachandran 9 has been lately used in a variety of numerical schemes. In these approaches proteins are modeled as chains of one or two interacting centers (representing individual amino acids) with a limited set of local degrees of freedom, such as torsion angles or Cartesian positions, chosen to provide optimal compromises between accurate representation and number of degrees of freedom [10] [11] [12] . These models appear excellent from many points of view with the exception that they fail to capture correlations between torsion angles along the peptide chain.
In this paper we address this problem and propose an optimal way to extend the original idea of Ramachandran of limiting the degrees of freedom of individual residues to strings of consecutive amino acids, showing that they are far from independent. Indeed, their correlations are so strong that, as originally pointed out in a paper by Alwyn Jones and Thirup 13 , it is possible to construct a small data bank of protein fragments that can be used as elementary building blocks to reconstruct virtually all native protein structures. We start by following the seminal idea of Unger et al.
14 that oligomers of a given length found in a coarse grained representation (such as C α coordinates) of native structures do not vary continuously but they gather in few clusters. Each of these can be represented by a single element (that we term "oligon") that optimally catches the geometrical and topological properties of the entire basin.
Our approach differs from previous work on the classification of structural fragments [14] [15] [16] in that the procedure we follow to select the oligons has been explicitly optimised for use in fully automated contexts, especially folding and design attempts 8, [17] [18] [19] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Indeed, such attempts are commonly framed within numerical problems of minimizing suitable functionals (such as energy scoring functions) in structure space. The addition of local constraints reduces drastically the space of viable structures and is undoubtedly a desired feature allowing to keep to a minimum the side-effects of using imperfect parametrizations of the free energy or imperfectly known interaction potentials [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The selection strategy we propose is free of subjective inputs or biases and exploits the full knowledge-based information intrinsic in our data-bank of non-redundant protein structures. An appealing feature of the suggested method is that representative fragments are singled out in order of importance, that is according to the frequency in which they appear in natural proteins. We carry out a series of thorough checks and validations of the clustering strategy and show that the optimal sets of oligons do not suffer from finite-size effects of the data bank. It is shown that the optimal representatives have length equal to 5 or 6 and that with only a few tens of them it is possible to fit virtually any protein within about 1.0Å co-ordinate root mean square deviations (cRMS) per amino acid. Some of the ramifications of this study are discussed and outlined through preliminary investigations in Section III. The optimal sets of oligons presented and discussed here are made publicly available at http://www.sissa.it/˜michelet/prot/repset.
II. METHODS AND RESULTS
The first step in the creation of a set of optimal representatives is the set up of a sufficiently large data bank of protein structures. Such data bank should cover as best as possible the variety of distinct protein structures observed in nature. At the same time it is important to eliminate correlations and biases in the data bank resulting, for example, from structural homology 39 For these reasons we compiled our data bank by choosing 75 single-chain proteins from a carefully compiled list of non-redundant structures 37 . The proteins, listed in Table I were chosen from the SCOP database of non-redundant single-chain proteins covering the most common families: all α, all β, αβ and α + β and the most common chain lengths. This ensures that, a priori, the selected structures represent a broad spectrum of structural instances with the least bias or redundancy. As discussed later, the results confirm a posteriori, that the size and quality of the data-bank was sufficient for all practical purposes. Each of the proteins of Table I was partitioned in all the possible fragments of l consecutive residues. We considered values of l ranging from 3 to 10, for which there are 10936 to 10411 distinct fragments. As in previous studies involved with structural classifications, we retained only the C α coordinates of each fragment [14] [15] [16] 40 . This approach, is practical and consistent with the idea of having an optimal, but schematic representation of structures. Moreover it is "reversible" to a great extent since the whole peptide atomic geometry can be recovered from the mere knowledge of C α co-ordinates 42 . In turn, if needed, optimal side-chain rotamer positions could be satisfactorily obtained by exhaustive or stochastic methods 22, 27 .
A. Theory: clustering algorithm
The goal pursued in this work is to provide a synthetic, but exhaustive, classification of inequivalent local structural motifs to be used in contexts where a broad exploration of the space of viable protein structures is concerned. Hence, the approach pursued here differs from studies aimed at selecting a restricted number of motif classes to be used in homology modelling or automated recognition/classification of secondary motifs [14] [15] [16] 40, 41, [44] [45] [46] . This distinct goal is accordingly pursued with a novel strategy for the identification of classes that is reminiscent of the clustering technique used by Lacey and Cole in an unrelated context 47 . In the following we shall try to propose a strategy able to perform an optimal subdivision into classes of similarity and, for each of these, provide the best representative. Two of the points of force of such method are the absence of any subjectivity or human supervision through the extensive use of optimal knowledge-based classification criteria and also the fact that similarity classes are automatically extracted and ranked according to their frequency of appearance in natural proteins. This wealth of knowledge-based information provided by the procedure allows to choose the representative set that best matches one's needs. The clustering procedure we used to partition the fragments in suitable similarity classes is conveniently illustrated by the two-dimensional example of Fig. 1 where 1000 points have been assigned randomly to 4 distinct clusters with the same radius but different size (i.e. number of members). Considerable information about the clusters can be obtained by analyzing the histogram of the distance between all pairs of members in the set. At the simplest level the histogram analysis can reveal two distinct scenarios: a) no clusters are present or b) there are clusters with comparable size and degree of internal similarity. In the first case the histogram distribution is expected to crowd around an average value in a bell-shaped fashion. In the second case, two distinct peaks should occur: one corresponding to the typical distance within classes, the other centered around the (larger) average distance of pairs of members from distinct classes. In the case of very few [many] classes, the first [second] peak dominates.
The inset of Fig. 1 shows the pair-distance histogram for the set of points in our example. It is evident that it consists of two peaks: the first one extends till about the radius of clusters while the location of the second peak coincides with the typical cluster-cluster distance.
Our goal is to exploit the information obtained from the pair-distance histogram to identify first how many different clusters there are and secondly the optimal representative of each cluster. To do so we follow the intuitive expectation that the best representative of each cluster is the one closest to the cluster center. A deterministic way to identify the center of homogeneous clusters, is to find the member with the largest number of other points within a suitably chosen similarity cutoff (we shall term this number "proximity score"). Indeed, points further from the center will have fewer neighbors. This "election" mechanism is reliable for large and homogeneous clusters.
Hence, we start by choosing the first representative of the set as the one with the highest proximity score. This identifies simultaneously both the largest cluster and its representative. Next, we remove the representative and its cluster from the set and recalculate the proximity score of the remaining points and again we select the member with the highest score. As before we removed it and its cluster and proceed in this iterative fashion until the set of surviving points is exhausted.
When such scheme is applied to the set of Fig. 1 -using a similarity cutoff equal to R=1 -the optimal representatives of the four clusters (marked with squares) are immediately found and ranked according to their cluster size.
B. Results
We applied the same scheme to analyze our data bank of thousands of protein fragments. This time, the points of the previous example are replaced by the fragments themselves, while the notion of eucledian distance between two points is substituted by the cRMS distance of two fragments 14 , X and Y of equal length, N ,
This notion of distance is meaningful provided that X and Y have been previously optimally superimposed with the standard Kabsch procedure 48 . The calculation of the cRMS of each distinct pair of fragments is the most computationally demanding step since it requires an application of the Kabsch algorithm 48 for each distinct pair of fragments (e.g. this translates in well over ten million pairs of fragments for lengths of the order of 5).
The histogram of all cRMS of pairs of fragments of lengths in the range 3 ≤ l ≤ 10 is given in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that all distributions show two distinct peaks, with the exception of l = 3, which appears to be exceptionally short, and hence will be omitted from further analysis.
For the smaller lengths, the first peak collects a substantial amount of "hits", proving that it is meaningful to assume the presence of classes of similarity. It also appears that the height of the first peak constantly decreases with increasing l. This confirms the intuition that, by considering very large values of l every fragment will be a class for itself. Indeed, for lengths greater than 6, the first peak is hardly discernible from the background. Hence, the mere visual inspection of histogram distributions shows that it would not be justifiable to force the introduction of classes of similarity for lengths above 6. Nevertheless, we shall often present results also for length 7 for the purpose of showing how several unrelated criteria indicate such length as a border-case of viable oligons. An important observation for our subsequent analysis is that the extension of the first peak (the intra-cluster one) depends only weakly on l and is about 0.65Å. This provides an unbiased measure for the similarity cutoff and hence we adopted it. The location of the second "background" peak in the histogram of Fig. 2 gives an estimate of the similarity between unrelated fragments and, hence, crresponds to the cRMS deviation of a random pair of segments. This random pair distance increases with the chain length, but it always well above the value of 2Å, thus justifying a posteriori the use of similarity cutoffs of the order of 1Å considered in previous studies 14, 40 . The advantage of the clustering scheme introduced and used here is that, with modest computational effort (the cRMS distances need to be computed once for all) one has simultaneously both the subdivision in clusters and their optimal representatives. An extra payoff of this approach over other clustering schemes is that the representatives are singled out in order of importance. It is important to stress that there is no stochastic element in the analysis since the assignement of elements to clusters follows a "greedy" deterministic approach. One particular instance where the suggested strategy may fail, is when the "fringes" of distinct clusters overlap, that is when an element falls in the similarity basin of more than one representative. In this situation, more sophisticated clustering techniques (such as those based on k-means analysis 20 ) ought to be adopted in place of the present one, in fact, the iterative removal of assigned members would affect both the choice of the representative and also its score. Although we cannot rule out the presence of fringe overlaps in our data bank, we can exclude it has any substantial significance. Indeed, we have checked that the typical cRMS of the extracted representatives matches the random pair distance which, being much greater than 0.65Å, makes overlaps highly improbable.
Our analysis identified only 28 representatives for length l = 4, 202 for l = 5, 932 for l = 6 and 2561 for l = 7. As we mentioned before, the existence of a limited repertoire of local folds is a consequence of the existence of a discrete number of degrees of freedom per amino acids, as pointed out by the seminal studies of Levitt on n-state models 11 . The results obtained here contain significantly more knowledge-based information since, for instance, they also yield the representation score of each representative. It appears that the representation weight (i.e. proximity score) of the fragments decreases very rapidly with the rank (see Fig. 3 and Table II ). This is an extremely important feature since it indicates that one might discard the representatives with negligible score and hence work with a subset of the whole data bank. This issue is examined in the next section.
One may expect that the best representatives should belong to the most common structural motifs such as helices, strands or turns, whereas the less frequent ones should correspond to the atypical parts of proteins (structure exceptions). This expectation is confirmed by inspection of the actual shape of the highest ranking fragments; the consensus with the work of 15, 16 and Unger 14 shows the reliability with which the main motifs can be identified in different contexts or with different methods. The first four oligons for l = 5 and l = 6 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 (the structural data for the complete sets is available at the URL given in the introduction). The native environment of the first ten fragments of length 5 and 6 are given in Table II . For l = 5 we have also shown the native environments of the best representatives in Fig. 6 . A striking outcome of the clustering analysis is that the first 15 oligons of length 5 and 6 represent over 75 % and 47 %, respectively, of the whole data-bank fragments! To the best of our knowledge, this are the smallest sets of representative fragments able to cover most local structural instances with an uncertainty comparable with the best experimental resolution.
III. DISCUSSION
A. Analysis of the clustering procedure Before testing the goodness of the representative fragments it is necessary to validate the clustering procedure and ensure that the results are robust and not too dependent on the details of the data bank. We carried out a first check by studying how the outcome of the clustering scheme is affected by the size of our data bank. To be precise, this test goes beyond the mere validation of the oligon extraction scheme, since it also constitutes a check of the applicability of any clustering scheme to protein fragments. To proceed in an unbiased way we randomized the order of fragments in the data bank, so to cancel correlations of consecutive (overlapping) oligons, and extracted the representatives for an increasing number of fragments taken from the top of the randomized list. A careful analysis of the data has revealed that, for any length, l, the number of trivial representatives, i.e. those that, having score equal to 1, represent only themselves, grows linearly with the size of the data bank. The preportion of trivial representatives is about 0.5 %, 2% of the whole population for lengths 5, 6. For length greater than 6 the proportion of trivial representatives is considerable (being greater than 10 %). On the other hand, for 4 ≤ l ≤ 6 the number of non-trivial representatives shows very little increase with the size of the data bank and can be considered constant for all practical purposes. This provides a solid a posteriori confirmation that the data-bank is of sufficiently large size. Of course, the number of representatives and their growth with data-bank size depends on the particular choice of similarity cutoff (the smaller the value, the larger the number of classes). In this particular study the choice of the cutoff was dictated by the properties of the very same data to be clustered. Nevertheless, the use of physically viable cutoffs lead, invariably, to the identification of the same high-ranking clusters and, correspondingly, almost identical representatives. This could be expected a priori since identifying the most common local folds should be independent, to a large extent, on the details of the clustering procedure. As explained in the next sectiom, we tried to build on this robust result and concentrate only on the top representatives.
B. Reducing the representative sets
Since the trivial oligons mentioned in Sec. III A represent only themselves, one may wonder if they can be dropped from the set and still be able to represent well the majority of native structures. In this subsection we considered this problem and try to quantify the attainable accuracy in representation when a subset of the representatives is used. For a preassigned number, m, of representatives to be used, the optimal accuracy is obtained when the m highest ranking fragments are taken. Hence, our extraction scheme is particularly convenient for this type of study since it yields the representative fragment ranked according to their proximity score
In this framework, we measure the accuracy of representation by the amount of local structural deformation required to bring all fragments of the native structure within the proximity basin of any of the reduced oligons (while in Sect. IIID we shall fit several proteins with the oligons). This is a sort of measure of the "completeness" of the set of oligons: if the used set of oligons represented all possible instances of protein fragments, no deformation would be required. On the contrary, the poorer the set of representatives, the larger is the deformation required to bring the original fragments in the proximity basin of one oligon. To do so, we use a stochastic Monte Carlo dynamics on the backbone (described in Appendix A) to minimise the following quantity:
where L is the length of the protein, σ is the cRMS distance of eqn. 1, B i is the ith backbone fragment of length l, ω is its closest oligon, R is the similarity distance (0.65Å) and θ is the usual step function. By using the stochastic dynamics, the starting structure is deformed until all fragments are within the preassigned distance R from one of the oligons. When this happens, the score function, S, is exactly zero and the dynamics is stopped. By measuring how far (in terms of cRMS) the backbone has moved from its original position we can judge whether the achievable quality of representation is acceptable. We carried out this scheme by using only the first few representatives (for each length 4 ≤ l ≤ 7 ) and then increased their number progressively (always choosing the highest ranking ones). The cRMS as a function of the number of representatives is shown in Figs. 7. For 4 ≤ l ≤ 6 only a fraction of the collected oligons are necessary to fit the 10 test structures within 0.65Å and with no need to distort them. Even for l = 6 with only 100 representatives any protein backbone can be fitted at the price of minute distortions (less than 0.5Å ), that are finer than the typical experimental structural resolution.
It is important to point out the the low global cRMS values given in Fig. 7 do not hide exceedingly large local distortions averaged with many other smaller local deviations. Indeed, the deviations appear to be homogeneous along the chain; the worst local distance of fitted fragments from the native positions never exceeds twice the global averaged value (data not shown). To be more precise in assessing the presence and effects of unphysical local deviations we calculated the displacementes of C β positions in fitted backbones from the native one. Indeed, C β 's discrepancies are good indicators of local variations in the dihedral angles between virtual C α bonds. C β positions were recovered from C α coordinates { r α i } through the standard geometric constrained construction 11 :
where:â
and:ŝ
In the previous formulae d 0 = 3Å is the distance of the C β atoms from the corresponding C α atom and θ is the out-of-plane angle optimally set to 37.6 0 . The C β positions are very sensitive to the local position of the C α because a wrong (even by a small amount) choice of the angle between theŝ i can heavily affect its position, e.g. shift it to the wrong side of the chain.
We considered some of the proteins in the test set previously fitted with a subset of the representative oligons. For these we constructed the C β positions and calculated the deviations of the latter from those in the native configurations. the data are shown with dotted lines in Fig. 7 and highlight how the discrepancy is very small and follows the trend of the cRMS for C α atoms. This shows that the local distortions are really tiny even when 100 of the over 600 oligons of length 6 are used. As usual, an atypical behaviour is seen for length 7, for which, even using hundreds of fragments, a much larger discrepancy is observable.
C. Optimal length of representative oligons
Each of the sets of representative fragments of length 4 ≤ l ≤ 6 are optimal by construction and all of them satisfy the rigid tests carried out so far. The goal we pose here is to decide which length is the best. The answer is certainly not unique, since different criteria for optimality can be used [14] [15] [16] . For example, if one is interested in having the smallest possible set of representatives, then small values of l are to be preferred. On the other hand, if one is mainly interested in having the least number of conformational degrees of freedom per residue then l should be chosen as large as possible. Both approaches can be legitimate in appropriate contexts. From a general point of view, however, using very short fragments defeats the purpose of this study -that is to capture structural correlations. On the other hand, excessively large values of l are more difficult to handle and uninteresting since clusters will typically be sparsely populated (over specialised case). Here we examine the main properties of representative oligons that can be conveniently exploited in different contexts. We begin by discussing how well oligons of different length represent secondary motifs 15, 16, 40, 45, 50 . The latter are indeed the distinctive feature of proteins (as opposed to random heteropolymers [51] [52] [53] 43, 54, 55 and have several consequences on biophysical properties, such as speeding up the folding process or providing maximum kinetic accessibility to the native state 8 . Alpha-helices seem to be fairly easy to represent. In fact, for all cases l = 4, 5, 6, 7 a single representative (namely the highest-scoring one) is sufficient to represent virtually all instances of helices. The situation is different for β-strands, due to the different environment in which they can be found (parallel or anti-parallel, bent β-barrels, Greek-key motifs etc). This variability implies that more than one representative for β motifs is found (although not with the same proximity score) . Examples are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. This proliferation effect is more dramatic for longer fragments, consistently with the findings of Prestrelsky et al. 40 . Indeed, for l = 7, each of the distinct β classes appears severely depleted, containing typically less than 100 elements which is a small fraction of the score of the helical one (2070).
For all values of l, however, the largest number of representatives is covered by segments representing loop regions. These results are particularly relevant for modeling/characterizing regions of high variability, but our main focus is on the possibility to represent synthetically, though accurately, recurrent oligons. Within such minimalistic approaches, the choice of representatives of length 5 seems to be the best one, since it captures non-trivial correlations while using essentially a single representative for α and β instances.
D. Fitting proteins with oligons
Another criterion for selecting the most suitable length is how well can we reproduce a given protein by "gluing" rigidly together only the representative oligons? The purpose of such question is to investigate the benefit of employing oligons in folding contexts. A simple and powerful way to speed up the numerical simulations of folding would be to consider structures made only by "gluing" suitably chosen representative oligons. In such framework the only degrees of freedom that one has to contend with are: 1) which oligon to use and 2) how to connect successive oligons. This is a severe reduction of the traditional continuous/discrete degrees of freedom per amino acid adopted in ordinary Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics schemes. The feasibility of such scheme depends first of all on the possibility to reproduce sufficiently well any given native structure by joining rigidly the oligons. We checked this by following a stochastic process to find both the best oligons to be used locally and also their best relative orientations. This was almost a worst-case scenario due to the independence of the test set from that of Table I . The optimal fit was accomplished by progressively distorting the native structure with the local Monte Carlo moves described in Appendix A. The "energy-like" cost function had the same form of (2), but where R is set to an arbitrary small positive quantity, 10 −3 in our case. Again, we carried out the stochastic dynamics (proceedings through very tiny local deformations) until the cost function was reduced to zero. This signalling that each protein fragment had been optimally collapsed on an oligon. It can be anticipated that, due to the propagation of misfits, the cRMS with respect to the native protein would be rather larger than the similarity cutoff of 0.65Å. Moreover, it may be expected that smaller oligons may lead to smaller cRMS since they might provide more flexibility in "tiling" target structures. Surprisingly, this is not the case, as visible in Table IV , where we summarised the global cRMS deviations for rigidly fitting the 10 proteins in the test set. Remarkably, the overall cRMS is always very close to 1Å such cRMS deviations of the native and fitted protein can be appreciated visually in Fig. 8 . We explain the little dependence of cRMS fits on oligon lengths with the observation that, irrespective of the oligon length, each residue in native conformations is typically 0.5Å away from the corresponding position in the best-matching oligon. This little sensitivity on l is, in turn, reflected on the overall cRMS of the rigid fit. The fit discrepancy is not only independent of the length but also fully compatible with state-of-the-art experimental resolution of crystallographic structures. For these reasons one may adopt oligons of the longest possible lengths if the primary interest is capturing the longest possible structural correlations. This would suggest to consider lengths equal to 6. Our fit scheme has considerable advantages over previous ones where representatives obtained with different techniques were employed. For example, in their classic paper, Unger et al.
14 used a molecular best fit procedure that yielded cRMS of over 7Å when hexamers were used to fit peptides of over 70 residues. The dramatic improvement of the results in Table IV confirms the validity and reliability of both the clustering method and of the extracted set of oligons. Indeed, the low values of cRMS fit support the expectation that the extracted oligons can be successfully used to speed up folding attempts. Preliminary tests in this direction have been carried out in folding contexts where perfectly smooth folding funnels 56 lead to known crystallographic structures. Such studies originally undertaken to elucidate global aspects of the folding process have recently been the key to predict and describe the influence of topological protein properties on folding nuclei and/or thermodynamical folding stages 8 . By employing oligons of length 5 we were able to speed up the collection of folding data by several factors 57 .
E. Correlation between oligons and amino acid sequences
We devote the final part of this section to elucidate the possibility of finding correlations between oligons and aminoacids sequences. In general, it is well-known that there is preference for definite sets of amino acids to occupy or avoid specific structural motifs [58] [59] [60] . Here we examine the extent to which such propensities are reflected in the oligons and the clusters they represent. Highlighting connections between sequences and oligons has a twofold purpose: a clear preference of an amino-acid sequence to be mounted in a specific oligon can be useful exploited in folding predictions, whereas design attempts can be greatly aided by discovering that some oligons preferably house very few sequences.
The connection between sequence-structures connections have been heavily investigated, with fair success, for a variety of fragment lengths and amino-acid sequences. It is important to examine the issue also in the present context since the emergence of clear correlations between sequences and oligons could be an additional aid in reducing the computational complexity of folding and/or design.
For sake of simplicity we consider in this section only the case l = 5 and we considered the best 40 oligons of that length. We start by introducing a suitable classification of the 20 types of amino acids. This is essential to proceed, since otherwise the shear number of the possible sequences, 20
5 ≈ 3 million, would make it impossible to gather sufficient statistics for all quintuplets. The classification scheme we introduce here is based on some general results for chemical affinities 61, 27, 58, 24, 62, 63 and some empiric attempts. According to it we subdivide the residues in four distinct classes.
In the first we place Gly, in the second Pro, in the third the hydrophobic (H) aminoacids (Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Cys, Met, Phe, Tyr, Trp) and finally in the fourth the polar (P) ones (Hys, Ser, Thr, Lys, Arg, Asp, Asn, Gln, Glu). With this subdivision we keep separate the amino acids (Gly and Pro) that can attain atypical conformations/chiralities 60 (and hence may act as helix breakers etc.). It is also wise to keep in separate families hydrophobic and polar aminoacids, since they can alternate regularly in secondary motifs partly exposed to the solvent 58 . Within this framework we could obtain in principle up to 4 5 = 1024 distinct pentamer sequences (we always consider our pentamers as "directed" in that the C and N termini are not exchangeable). It turns out that, due to chemical and steric constraint, not all pentamer sequences are observed in nature, and hence in our data-bank.
To perform our analysis we considered all the proteins (75) appearing in Table I . We partitioned then in overlapping fragments of length 5 ending up with 10786 pentamers. The size of this data-bank was sufficient to provide excellent coverage of all possible pentamer sequences. This is evident from the plot of Fig. 9 which shows how the number of distinct pentamer sequences grows with the data-bank size.
The asymptotic number of distinct sequences we obtained from the near six thousands instances was 614, about half of all possible ones.
To match the 614 sequences to the 40 oligons of length 5 we re-applied the clustering procedure: to each of the oligons we assign not only its native sequence but also those of each member in the cluster it represents. All this information can be conveniently stored in a score matrix z(i, j) whose entries correspond to the number of times that the jth sequence has been assigned to the ith oligon (hence z is a 40x614 matrix);
A two-dimensional representation of the score matrix is plotted in Fig. 10 where the dark boxes correspond to entries above 25, the grey ones to entries between 3 and 25 and the blank ones to entries below 3 . The figure shows that z is a sparse matrix, since only few entries have a significative entry (bigger than 3). This supporting the conjecture of strong correlations between oligons and sequences.
The last observation can be turned into a more quantitative statement by examining the behaviour of definite oligons and/or pentamer sequences. The natural candidates to focus on are the 135 sequences that appear more that 20 times, and hence allow a statistically sound analysis. For each one of these sequences we examined the relative frequency with which they occupy a given oligon. Typical results are given as histograms in Fig. 11 .
It appears that sequences do not occupy many oligons; in fact, less than 18 oligons are occupied, on average, by the 135 sequences ( and over 70 % of the entries is covered by six oligons). It is worth underlining how this is not an average effect reflecting the relative magnitude of the proximity scores of the oligons. To show this one can establish a reference threshold corresponding to the number of expected hits if sequences are distributed uniformly over all fragments. Thus, for a given oligon, the threshold is simply the ratio between its proximity score and the total number of fragments used to calculate this score. It was found that in 103 cases out of 135 ( 77 % ) the sequences select their preferred oligon with a percentage significantly higher (in excess of 20% than the trivial threshold). Although it is clear that any given sequence is compatible only with few oligons, the converse is not true. This interesting asymmetry between sequence and structure has deep roots, as first shown by Anfinsen 1 , who pointed out that a protein sequence uniquely identifies its structure, while several different sequences can admit (almost) the same structure as their native states. This aspect is strikingly evident when plots analogous to those of Fig. 11 (by interchanging the role of sequences and oligons) are made. In Fig. 12 the occurrence frequency histograms for the first (ranked according to the proximity score) four oligons are plotted. In these histograms for each sequence (listed in ordinate according to a convenient scheme) the percentage of occurrence for the given oligon is represented.
It is clear that, unlike the case for pentamer sequences, there is not a preference for a given oligon to be occupied by few sequences, so that the benefits of these correlations studies for design schemes is not as dramatic as could be for folding simulations.
As a final test we verify whether it is possible to define selection rules for locating amino acids in well-defined oligon positions, e.g. to pinpoint particular points where it is unlikely that some class of amino acid could appear. The existence of such forbidden points could be, again, a useful source of information for folding and design. Due to the non-homogeneous population of the amino acids classes we adopted, we expect to extract information only for the first two classes, namely Gly and Pro. For any oligon we considered all the related sequences and we monitored, site by site, the occurrence frequency of each class. If for a given site and class this frequency is below the threshold of 0.5% we consider the event unprobable (and hence significant in the present context). In Table V we list 19 of these events which take place in the highest-ranking oligons. The most significant instances all refer to Pro "class". The final test we have summarised shows that a combination of the structural reduction in oligons and associated correlations with local sequence propensities can be turned into a powerful tool in aiding folding and design. This hope is corroborated by the recent successes of structural prediction schemes based on local sequence propensities 64, 65 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The starting point of this work was the conclusion of recent previous studies that there exist recurrent local motifs in natural proteins [14] [15] [16] 40 . We introduce novel and fully automated criteria for an optimal partitioning of a complete data-bank of fragments taken from non-redundant proteins into classes of similarity.
We exploit the intrinsic information in the data-bank to identify the classes with the least bias or human supervision. Our goal was to show that such scheme succeeds in conciling two competing aspects of protein modeling: accuracy and synthetic modeling 11 . In fact, on one hand this method is shown to provide the most economic subdivision in classes (the number of which is not set a priori). On the other hand, the optimally extracted representatives from each class are shown to be sufficient to represent and fit virtually all protein structures with an uncertainty of 1Å(rigid fitting) or 0.5Å, when only local similarity within the proximity basin is required. We also considered several possible lengths for oligons and examined their suitability in different modelling contexts. It turns out that l = 5 is the most suitable when the smallest representative set is needed, while l = 6 is best when it is necessary to capture the longest possible correlations. Lengths smaller than 5 or longer than 7 appear to be far from optimality.
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APPENDIX A: MONTE CARLO DYNAMICS
In this Appendix we present a summary of the stochastic approach that we used for the dynamics of the protein backbones. As mentioned in the text we used the Monte Carlo dynamics for progressive distortion of native protein backbones in order to fit them locally by using a restricted set of representative fragments (see Section III) to provide the best protein fit by using exactly the representatives. In the spirit of standard dynamical approaches for threedimensional structures [66] [67] [68] each time we propose a Monte Carlo move we distort the structure by performing either local or global rearrangements. Local moves are single-bead or crankshaft, as explained below, while pivot rotations were employed for global ones.
In the following we will use the ordinary Cartesian triplet (x, y, z) to indicate the co-ordinates of C α atoms. Subscripts will denote the amino acid position along the sequence. The three types of moves are as follows:
1. Single C α move. A random site i of the protein chain is chosen and its old coordinates are replaced by new ones (x
where (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ) are three independent random numbers in the interval (−1, 1) and ∆l is a distance that we fixed (see discussion below) equal to 1Å (top panel of Fig. 13 ).
2. Crankshaft move. Two protein sites i and j with sequence separation at most 10 are chosen. Then the all the sites between i and j are rotated around the axis going through i and j by a random angle in the range − π 10 ≤ θ ≤ π 10 ; (middle panel of Fig. 13 ). 3. Pivot move. A random site i and a random axis passing through it are chosen. All the sites from i + 1 to the end are then rotated around the axis by an angle in the range (− π 10 , π 10 ); (bottom panel of Fig. 13 ). The new configuration generated by applying one of these moves (chosen with equal weight) is first examined to make sure that it does not violate basic geometrical constraints obeyed by natural proteins, namely:
1ah6 Fit cRMS (Å) l =4, m=10 l =5, m=40 l =6, m=100 1.06 ± 0.09
1.07 ± 0.12 1.13 ± 0.11 
